


Why does life exist on Earth, but not on
Mercury? Earth is not too hot and not too
cold for life to exist. How is this balance
possible? Earth gets a lot of energy from
the sun each day. Where does all that
energy go?

2 Earth's temperature rises as it absorbs
the sun's energy. But Earth also emits,
or sends, energy back into space. This
lowers the temperature. There is a balance
between the energy that enters the
atmosphere and the energy that leaves.
This is called Earth's heat balance.

VReading Check

2. When energy is emitted from the
surface, Earth's temperature __.
a. drops
b. rises
c. stays the same

3 Energy is never used up. It is conserved,
or saved, so. it remains constant. But it
can change form. The sun produces many
different types of energy, such as heat,
visible light, and ultraviolet rays. Heat is
also called infrared energy. Each type of
energy has a different wavelength. Energy
from the sun travels through space in
waves. The transfer of energy in waves is
called radiation.

VReading Check

3. Heat, visible light, and ultraviolet rays
have different
a. ways of traveling
b. sources
c. wavelengths

4 Nat all of the sun's energy that enters
the atmosphere reaches Earth's surface.
Some of it is reflected into space. Some is
absorbed by water vapor, ozone, and clouds
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in the atmosphere. About fifty-one percent
of incoming sunlight reaches Earth's
surface.

VReading Check

4. What happens to the incoming energy
that does not reach Earth's surface?
a. It disappears into the oceans.
b. It is reflected or absorbed.
c. It is destroyed in space.

5 After reaching the surface, solar energy
chai1ges to other forms. Some of the visible
light that falls on a sandy beach is reflected
as light. Some is absorbed by the sand and
changes to heat energy.

6 Once absorbed, heat energy
transfers through solids by conduction.
In condnction, energy transfers from
molecule to molecule as they bump into
one another.

7 The amount of energy a material
absorbs depends on the color and
smoothness of the material. Black asphalt
roads absorb more energy than green grass.
Molecules in matter are always moving.
The more energy they have, the faster they
move. The faster the molecules move, the
higher the temperature. On a sunny day,
black roads and sand can become too hot
to walk on!

VReading Check

5. The temperature of an object depends
on
a. the motion of its molecules
b. its shape
c. how much of it there is

B At night, the process reverses. Earth's
surface cools after dark by emitting
the energy it absorbed during the day.
Conduction transfers energy to molecules
in the air near the surface. The molecules
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carry the energy upward through the air by
convection. Convection is the transfer of
energy by the flow or movement of a liq,uid
or a gas.

9 Earth also produces its own energy.
Heat flows from Earth's core to the surface.
Also, the buming of fossil fuels produces
waste heat. Earth must transfer this heat
into the atmosphere to maintain a heat
balance. When all of these processes are
balanced, Earth's climate remains fairly

Word Study

constant. Without Earth's heat balance, life
on Earth might not be possible.

VReadlng Check

6. Many of the processes that keep
Earth's climate constant occur
a. in outer space
b. on the sun
c. in Earth's atmosphere

Classification One word in each row does not belong with the others. For
example: apples, oranges, carrots. Apples and oranges are fruits. Carrots are
roots. Carrots is the word that does not belong.

Think about what you have just learned about energy in the atmosphere.
Write the word that does not belong in each row.

7. conduction convection wavelength
8. Earth rocket sun
9. cold hot massive

10. rock chemist biologist
n. troposphere radiation stratosphere
12. sand soil glass
13. diagram chart eq,uation
14. temperature altitude elevation
15. absorb process emit
16. predict conclude pull
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Standardized Test Practice

Solar Energy on Earth

Diagrams A diagram can show a lot of information in a small
amount of space. Be sure you understand what everything on the
diagram represents. Arrows can show a se£Luence or how parts of
a system interact.

Energy from
the sun

100%

19. How much energy radiates to space directly from Earth's surface?
A. 6%
B. 64%
C.30%
D. 1000A>

18. How much of the sun's energy is absorbed by Earth's atmosphere?
A. 15%
B. 19%
C.23%
D.7%

Test Tip

MUltiple Choice Use the diagram to answer the £Luestions.

17. How much of the sun's energy leaves Earth's surface through evaporation?
A. 7%
B. 15%
C.23%
D. 51%


